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This book is a collection of texts designed to illustrate the development of Christian thought about

the person of Christ in the patristic era. The earliest text translated comes from the latter half of the

second century, when the ideas and problems which were to dominate Christological thought in this

period were first crystallized. The latest is the well-known "Definition of the Faith" of the Council of

Chalcedon, which generally has been accepted as defining the limits of Christological orthodoxy.
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This book is a collection of texts designed to illustrate the development of Christian thought about

the person of Christ in the era of the church fathers. The earliest text translated comes from the

latter half of the second century, when the ideas and problems which were to dominate

christological thought in this period were first crystallized. The latest is the well-known 'Definition of

the Faith' of the Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 451), which has generally been accepted as defining

the limits of christological orthodoxy.

Good collection of original sources concerning Christology. You should gain a lot from this if you're

reading it in order to study history. If reading to be persuaded about Christ, I'd suggest a more

contemporary read.

An excellent introduction of some of the controversies of the early Christian Church. Contrary to



common belief theology was not just "handed on" but was an unfolding revelation guided by the

Holy Spirit. Included in this book is some of the writings of the early theologians struggling to figure

out who and what Jesus Christ was and what he became after His resurrection.

It is a good introduction to the issue of the person of Jesus (The Christ) which still remains debated

in the 21st century.

Compelling! Insightful. It will strengthen your faith! One of the better books I have read on the issue

of Christ's divinity.

It pretty much just sections of explaining, how Christogical came about and to lesser degree trinity

concept. I felt it was just tease, I like more detail account. If anyone know of one let me know.

Please.

Not for the casual reader IMHO.Sloggy read through muddy paths

In great shape. Thank you!

Rapid response great reference book
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